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FROM BRIDAL PREP TO DANCE FLOOR

hello! I'm ..

welcome
Andrew, and whilst I don’t take myself too seriously,
I’m seriously passionate about creating the best
wedding films out there.
So I’m looking for couple’s madly in love, who don’t
mind capturing that love on film...  It’s such a
wonderful thing and I know first hand just how
much it changes your life forever.

My style? Well it varies... Reflecting the needs and style of the couple, I can be both a fun
hands-on videographer, as well as a discreet documentary-style filmmaker - Either joining
in on the dance-floor or quietly soaking it all in from the outskirts. Either way, you can be
assured that my artistic eye for detail and experience in anticipating special moments,
ensures that the full emotion & impact of the day is captured in a beautiful way.

My approach? I try to be as authentic and unobtrusive as possible.  Most feedback that
I’ve a warm, relaxed and friendly nature and I like to think that this ensures  you and your
guests  enjoy the day without feeling that you are performing for the camera. 

My films? Well, they are all about real people, real stories and the true emotions of the day.
Nerves, Excitement, Joy, Laughter. I don’t want to fake any of these moments in your film
so I won’t ask you to fake them on the day. Your films will be full of candid moments and all
the special memories you made, and some you never even saw happening.

“WHILST HIS tALEnt IS OBVIOUS, THERE’S
 NO VALUE THAT CAN BE PLACED ON HAVING 

A GENUINELY LOVELY GUY AROUND ON YOUR BIG DAY..
WE CANNOT RECOMMEND HIM HIGHLY ENOUGH

K I R S T Y  &  P A U L



MEMORIES

emotion is everything
as featured inYour wedding day is a once-in-a-lifetime event, and a

wedding film ensures that it lives on. I feel blessed that I get
to provide you with a timeless gift that you can share with
your children, your grandchildren, allowing them to witness
the love that started it all.
So let's begin this incredible journey together, and do
remember that a wedding film is an investment in memories.

Andrew Made Magic! Our day was all about our family and friends coming together from near and far. We
wanted it to be special for everyone and particularly the kiddos. Andrew captured the energy, ambience and
alllllll the love of the day! We have been blown away by the videos and can’t recommend him enough. Jon, the
groom, is not a fan of cameras and he was so comfortable with Andy. Also I truly think having Andrew there
enhanced the day, he has such an eye for visuals and supported the photographer to get some great shots!

Ashley & Jon

It’s my goal to a create modern cinematic wedding film that tells the story of the best day of your life. 
Fusing beautiful visuals along with emotional soundtracks as well as emotional vows & speeches from your day

I craft stunning films that allow you to relive the magic over and over again.

sample HIGHLIGHT films

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlokDFyoMMU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7qUc3CIbkY&t=15s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuWN1bsALK8


Aerial footage

colour grading

music licensing

One of my favourite ways to capture the day is from
above. To see the venue and location in its full glory

with you and your guests enjoying the day is so
unique. We fly the drone at various times throughout

the day, capturing the quiet morning, confetti and
group shots as well as evening do, so you’ll see the

day unfold from a Birds Eye view too..

Another sometimes hidden aspect of a film is it’s final
look. After ensuring the perfect exposure on multiple

4K cameras the work begins in the editing suite.
Each shot is lovingly crafted and colour graded, so

that you stay immersed in the emotions & feelings
the film provokes. This attention to detail is  another

aspect that gives my films an overall professional
finish.

The audio and music are crucial in creating an
emotional and effective film. in fact a film is 50%
sound, and music is something of a passion of mine.
I take great care in selecting licensed music that
represents you and suits the energy and emotions of
your wedding day. You are welcome to be part of
this process and we’ll discuss this in more detail at
our first meeting.

BEHIND THE SCENES OF your
wedding film CREATION

“We Both Watched it In Complete AWE”



our journey together

In the run up to your wedding, we’ll create time to get to know
each other and that you’re comfortable with everything that’s
planned. From zoom calls to pre-wedding shoots, you’ll be confident
that I’ve everything in hand. A final questionnaire will ensure I’ve
any final details needed & that it’s all in hand, so that you can just
go ahead and enjoy every second of your special day..

GETTING TO KNOW YOU

digital delivery

I approach every film as if it’s the first and last film I’m
ever making, and every couple as if it’s my own wedding..

It’s essential that we click. Let’s meet on zoom and discuss your wedding
day and video wish-list and see if we’re a good fit for each other. Once
you’ve decided on which service you’d like to book, I’ll send you your
contract. Once your deposit is received, your date is booked!

My assistant and I pride ourselves on our discreet approach. I work
closely with the photographer to be a cohesive team to both capture the

best shots, and everyone comments on what a calm and warm presence I
am to have around before the big moment. .

Receiving your final films is a magical moment, where
all the emotion, memories and more comes flooding
back in all it’s cinematic glory. You can expect a
highlights film within a month and the entire film
collection within two usually. You’ll have a bespoke
wooden USB drive, as well as a private online Video
Gallery that you can share with friends and family, and
throw up onto your telly to enjoy in it’s full size.

the perfect match

on the day



MOST POPULAR & COST EFFECTIVE

Feature Film Highlights Film

Speeches Film Ceremony Film

10 hours coverage Drone Footage

FOR A MORE INTIMATE WEDDING EXPERIENCE 

Pre-Wedding Film Highlights Film

Feature Film Speeches Film

13 hours coverage Ceremony Film

FILM COLLECTIONS 
Every film is as unique as the couple, and every wedding film is a lifetime investment.

There’s four Film Collections to choose from, but here’s a synopsis of the two most popular choices.
nb All Collections include a Second Shooter, Drone Footage and an Online Video Gallery & USB delivery.

Everything you would want or need from a Wedding Film Collection.

Includes all of the above, but in addition we arrange a pre-shoot. This is my favourite
as it’s where we get to know each other, tell your story and capture who you really are.

02. ALL YOU NEED COLLECTION

03. LOVE STORY COLLECTION

LIMITED AVAILABILITY SO PLEASE BOOK EARLY

01. EVER AFTER   -    02. ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE    -   03. LOVE STORY  -   04. RED CARPET



follow along

next steps &
sample films

Phone: +44 7885758871
Email: andlovefilms@icloud.com
Website: www.andlovefilms.com

sample films

ANDREW - AND LOVE FILMS

Thank you for expressing an interest in And Love Films. Whoever you choose, I can assure you that having a wedding
filmmaker is one of the best choices you will make for preserving their precious memories, and is something you’ll never

regret. If you’re tempted, please do get in touch to check availability for your wedding day and ensure we’re a good fit.
Only taking on around 25 weddings a year allows me to maintain a high level of quality throughout my work.

 Thanks again - I really do appreciate every single enquiry, and wish you and your loved one the happiest of futures.

I look forward to hearing from and meeting you both soon.

If you like what you see - then let’s make it happen.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAW0ZAN9_n0&t=69s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7zlyMfcS52I
https://vimeo.com/797308345
https://vimeo.com/760372429
https://vimeo.com/882586212
https://vimeo.com/929849744
https://www.facebook.com/andlovefilms
https://www.instagram.com/andlovefilms
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4IvqpJXpVScIlnKKcnfHXw
https://www.google.com/
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“Wedding videography is not just about

capturing moments; it's about weaving

together the threads of love, laughter,

and timeless emotions, crafting a cinematic

tapestry that immortalises the heartbeats

of two souls becoming one”
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